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THE SCIENTIFIC IMPERATIVE:  
GLOBAL RISKS FROM ARCTIC CHANGE
The Arctic is warming twice as fast as the rest of the globe, resulting 
in dramatic, amplified environmental change, including reductions in 
seasonal sea-ice volume. These changes have global impacts that range 
from disruption of marine food webs and fisheries, to the modulation of 
lower latitude weather patterns leading to more frequent extreme weather 
events. The repercussions of Arctic change carry profound global risks for 
the world’s societies, economies, and industry sectors including agriculture, 
insurance, infrastructure, and natural resource-based industries. 

Government, business and civil society need to assess the risks and 
opportunities associated with Arctic change, and that assessment must be 
informed by science. Scientists typically present their research to people 
who already understand the urgent implications of climate change and lack 
opportunities to address those that are unconvinced about the societal and 
economic implications of a changing climate. 

This is why we launched the Arctic Basecamp at Davos: as an innovative 
science communication and outreach event that called for action from 
global leaders to address global risks from Arctic change. Since 2017, 
Arctic Basecamp has run concurrent with the World Economic Forum 
(WEF) annual meeting, because the WEF provides a powerful and unusual 
opportunity to present the science of Arctic change -- and its global 
implications -- to an audience composed of international top-level business 
leaders, government officials, and NGO directors.
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Top left: The World Economic Forum in 
Davos. Top right: Dr. Wilkinson of BAS 
speaks to a journalist. Bottom left: Prof. Gail 
Whiteman addresses the press in camp.

“We need change 
and we need it now, 
that’s why Arctic 
Basecamp is here”

- Professor Whiteman,
The Pentland Centre for 
Sustainability in Business 
Lancaster University  
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ARCTIC BASECAMP AT DAVOS
22-25 JAN 2019 
What happens in the Arctic doesn’t stay in the Arctic. The unprecedented 
rate of Arctic change has global implications for our environment, 
economies and societies. Arctic change is at a critical juncture, and hard 
choices need to be made.

We are a team of Arctic experts and scientists who, for the last three 
years, have brought the Arctic to the World Economic Forum (WEF) 
annual meeting at Davos. We set up a real Arctic science basecamp, with 
an expedition tent which acts as our workplace during the day and our 
dormitory at night, camping in sub-zero temperatures to bring a message 
of global risk to the world leaders at the WEF. All scientists volunteer their 
time.  

We were able to run Arctic Basecamp 2019 thanks to generous support 
from the Fort Foundation, the Norwegian Centre for the Ocean and the 
Arctic, and core funding from the Pentland Centre for Sustainability in 
Business at Lancaster University. Over four days we hosted a series of 
events and science briefings for decision-makers at Davos to kick-start 
innovative policy decisions and to find real-world global solutions to the 
climate crisis.

This report summarizes the event and outreach.
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Setting up the Arctic Basecamp site.

“You’ve got scientists 
here that are clearly so 
committed that they are 
camping overnight in sub-
zero temperatures to try 
and get their message 
across.”

- Baroness Worthington,  
Environmental Defense Fund 
Europe, member House of Lords 
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IN 2019, WE SHOWED AGAIN THAT THE ARCTIC 
BASECAMP IS AN INNOVATIVE SCIENCE-
COMMUNICATION IMPACT PLATFORM. 
 
This year, we highlighted key solutions that business, civil society and government 
are bringing to the table, and to ask key social influencers to mobilize public 
support for low carbon action, and to stop plastics entering the marine 
environment.  Our partners and collaborators included the influential climate 
policy leader, Christiana Figueres, top business leaders from companies such 
as Iberostar and Salesforce, and organizations such as the B-Team, We Mean 
Business, and the World Business Council for Sustainable Development. 

In the run up to the Arctic Basecamp 2019 we received hundreds of RSVPs for 
the scheduled events, each of which were generously attended. On the evening 
of Weds 23rd Jan Future Earth launched their Earth Commission initiative to a 
full crowd, and our final event of the week, Bending the Emissions Curve with 
Christiana Figueres, held on Thurs 24th also saw the camp at full capacity. 

As well as attendees at official events we were visited by hundreds of Davos 
delegates throughout the week, who came to speak with our scientists and view 
the Basecamp. We were delighted to be visited by Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson, 
Former President of Iceland, who shares our focus on bringing Arctic issues to 
the foreground of global discussions, and Baroness Worthington, member of the 
British House of Lords, and the Environmental Defense Fund Europe. 
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“I wanted to come here 
to show respect to the 
incredible scientific 
team who camp out in 
sub-zero conditions in 
order to communicate 
cutting edge climate 
science on behalf  
of humanity.”

- Ellie Goulding

Top left: Professor Gail Whiteman opens 
the final event, Bending the Emissions 
Curve. Top right: Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson 
visits Arctic Basecamp. Bottom left: Dr. 
Jeremy Wilkinson shows Ellie Goulding 
around Arctic Basecamp. 
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HIGHLIGHTS
On Weds 23 Jan youth climate activist Greta Thunberg camped overnight with
the scientists, in temperatures of -18C, before joining in with the day’s events and
giving a forthright speech where she delivered her message to the world leaders
and delegates at Davos: “if we don’t start to care about the climate issue, and
take action, then nothing else they have to discuss here will matter.”

On the morning of Thurs 24 Jan global music star Ellie Goulding surprised our 
scientists by bringing them croissants and coffee, before being given a tour of 
camp and a scientific briefing from each of the scientists. The star said: “I wanted 
to come here to the Arctic Basecamp at Davos to show respect to the incredible 
scientific team who camp out in sub-zero conditions in order to communicate 
cutting-edge climate science on behalf of humanity. We know that what happens 
in the Arctic doesn’t stay in the Arctic: the loss of sea ice affects us all, so it is 
crucially important they are here at Davos.”

Christiana Figueres gave a rousing speech at our final event of the week, Bending
the Emissions Curve, where she reminded us “The challenge ahead of us on
climate change has never been so clear, nor action to address it so urgent, but
let’s not be daunted by it, look around at the new voices campaigning for a better
tomorrow, and at the revolution already underway in the energy and transport
sectors. We have to follow our conviction that we can bend the emissions curve
by 2020. Optimism is a very powerful tool for change when used as the input to
a challenge, so I encourage us all to be stubborn optimists and to quickly get the
work that needs to be done, done.”
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“If we don’t start to 
care about the climate 
issue, and take action, 
then nothing else they 
have to discuss here 
will matter.”

- Greta Thunberg
Top left: Dr. Jeremy Wilkinson and Prof. 
Gail Whiteman showing Ellie Goulding 
the ancient ice core. Top right: The press 
gather for the evening reception with 
Future Earth. Bottom left: Greta Thunberg 
addresses the press. 
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ARCTIC BASECAMP MEDIA &  
SOCIAL MEDIA
Arctic Basecamp at Davos 2019 received a considerable amount of 
attention in traditional and social media due to the attendance of two high-
profile figures from the worlds of entertainment and climate activism.

Greta Thunberg is a 16-year-old climate activist from Sweden whose 
#SchoolStrike4Climate weekly protests have sparked a worldwide youth 
climate movement.  

Ellie Goulding is a Double Brit-winner and two-time Grammy-nominated 
singer/songwriter who has a global fanbase and is a UN Goodwill 
Ambassador.

The involvement of both of these women has enabled us to reach a wider, 
and different, audience to previous years, amplifying our message of the 
need for urgent action on Arctic change.

In addition, our Arctic scientists contributed to ‘Agenda’ blogs for the World 
Economic Forum as part of their annual meeting, which enabled us to 
continue to connect with global leaders and influencers. The lastest figures 
suggest these arcticles have been read over 800,000 times. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA COVERAGE
Arctic Basecamp was mentioned 375 times on social media during the 
week of the forum. The hashtag #ArcticCalling was used 207 times, while 
#ArcticMatters was used 144 times. The posts with highest reach were 
those of Ellie Goulding (13.2M reach on Facebook and 7M on Twitter). The 
Facebook live event was watched by 3.5K people on the World Resources 
Institute Facebook page, and videos shared by Lancaster University 
reached over 13K people. 

Above: Arctic Basecamp Instagram post featuring 
Guardian Journalist Lucy Siegle, Christiana 
Figueres and Ellie Goulding, which reached 
approximately 5,000 people. Right: Arctic 
Baseamp twitter post, which had 158,000 
impressions and 1,300 engagements  
from the public.
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FACEBOOK 
174K IMPRESSIONS  
(The number of times the posts entered a person’s screen. Posts 
include statuses, photos, links, videos and more)

99K REACH 
(The number of people who had any of the posts enter their screen. 
Posts include statuses, photos, links, videos and more)

12.8K VIEWS OF VIDEOS

TWITTER 
552K TWEET IMPRESSIONS 17.8K PROFILE VISITS 

INSTAGRAM
547K REACH

174,000  552,000 547,000  
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HIGH PROFILE SUPPORT

Top left: The World Wildlife Federation 
tweets Ellie Goulding’s visit to Basecamp. 
Top right: Greta Thunberg’s Instagram 
photo from inside the Arctic Basecamp 
tent Bottom. Left: Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson 
documenting his visit on Twitter. 
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MEDIA COVERAGE
Arctic Basecamp was mentioned a total of 193 times in online and print 
news publications across the world in January and February 2019, 
including in the Guardian UK, and Süddeutsche Zeitung Germany. 
Interviews with Profesor Gail Whiteman, Christiana Figueres, and Greta 
Thunberg, and footage from the event, also appeared on television 
including ITV News UK, and Al Jazeera. 

From left to right: Media coverage heatmap; 
Arctic Basecamp Bending the Emissions Curve 
event appearing on the Guardian Liveblog. 
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Clockwise from top left: Al Jazeera 
interview with Christiana Figueres, ITV 
interview with Prof. Gail Whiteman, Al 
Jazeera interview with Greta Thunberg. 
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EVENTS IN CAMP
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TUESDAY 22ND JANUARY 

Facebook live with the World Resources Institute 
Arctic Basecamp scientists contributed to a 45-minute Facebook live event 
hosted online by the World Resources Institute. Scientists showed viewers an 
in-depth look at the Basecamp set-up and provided an overview of scientific 
evidence on Arctic change and global risk. The online audience was able to 
ask questions and there were over 3,500 viewers. 

WEDNESDAY 23RD JANUARY 

Film screening: “A Plastic Ocean”
Craig Leeson’s award-winning documentary on plastic pollution was 
screened live from inside the Arctic Basecamp tent, followed by a Q & A 
session with him and Producer William Pfeiffer. Filmmaker Craig Leeson, 
founder of Oceans Plastics, and his team also stayed at Basecamp 
throughout the week to participate in our event on plastics, and to shoot 
footage for his new film, Last Glaciers.

Plastics at the Poles 
A unique science-solutions event bringing together international scientists 
and global business innovators to discuss the problem of plastic pollution, 
and how science and business can best respond together, to tackle the 
issue. 
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Top left: Prof. Douglas McCauley during 
the Plastics at the Poles sessions. Top right: 
Prof. Gail Whiteman being interviewed in 
Arctic Basecamp. Bottom left: A sample of 
albatross vomit, full of plastic, provided by 
Prof. Douglas McCauley.

“I’m excited to hear from 
the private sector and 
alliance builders, that can 
bring resources together 
to solve the problem 
of plastic pollution. 1.3 
million albatross are 
depending on us” 

- Professor McCauley
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Why the World needs an Earth Commission - with Future Earth 
On Wednesday evening Future Earth officially launched their Earth 
Commission at a reception in Bascemp. On the night we heard from 
globally reknowned scientist Johan Rockström, Director of the Potsdam 
Institute for Climate Impact Research, Future Earth Director Amy Luers, and 
Nigel Topping, CEO of We Mean Business, on the importance of a global 
initiative to tackle the climate crisis. 

“The Future is in our hands” - Fireside chat with Greta Thunberg 
Greta Thunberg is the Swedish schoolgirl who has inspired a generation 
to take up her #SchoolStrike4Climate in protest over the world’s lacklustre 
response to climate change. Greta held an intimate chat with our scientists 
and a small audience to discuss the story behind her activism, and what the 
future holds for the climate movement, before camping overnight with us. 

THURSDAY 24TH JANUARY 

Bending the Emissions Curve
The final event in camp with speeches from Mission 2020 convener and 
architect of the Paris Agreement, Christiana Figueres, Greta Thunberg, 
Halla Tómasdóttir of the B Team, and Suzanne DiBianca of Salesforce. 
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Top left: Halla Tomasdottir giver her 
talk at the Bending the Emissions Curve 
event. Top Right: Susanna DiBianca, Dr. 
Jeremy Wilkinson, Christiana Figueres, 
Ellie Goulding, Prof. Whiteman, Halla 
Tomasdottir, and Prof. Julienne Stroeve. 
Bottom Left: Chriatiana Figueres addresses 
the crowd at Bending the Emissions Curve. 

“Look around at the 
new voices campaigning 
for a better tomorrow... 
We have to follow our 
conviction that we can 
bend the emissions curve 
by 2020.”

- Christiana Figueres
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EXTERNAL SPEAKERS 

Christiana Figueres, Convenor of Mission 2020, Former Executive 
Secretary of the UNFCCC & Vice-Chair of  
Global Covenant of Mayors

Ellie Goulding, Global Music star and Environmental Campaigner

Greta Thunberg, Climate Activist

Amy Luers, Director, Future Earth

Halla Tómasdóttir, CEO, The B Team
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Gloria Fluxà Thienemann, Vice-Chairman & Chief Sustainability Officer, 
Iberostar Group

Craig Leeson, Film-maker ‘A Plastic Ocean’

María Mendiluce, Managing Director, World Business Council for 
Sustainable Development & Alliance to End Plastic Waste

Suzanne DiBianca, Exececutive-VP, Salesforce

Nigel Topping, CEO, We Mean Business
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SCIENTIFIC SPEAKERS AND PARTICIPANTS 

Gail Whiteman, Professor-in-Residence at the World Business Council 
for Sustainable Development and Rubin Chair and Director of the 
Pentland Centre for Sustainability in Business at Lancaster University, 
UK

Jeremy Wilkinson, Senior Glaciologist at British Antarctic Survey, UK

Douglas McCauley, Professor of Marine Science at the University of 
California, Santa Barbara (UCSB)

Lovro Valcic, Founder and CEO of Bruncin Ltd
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Johan Rockström, Co-Director of Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact 
Research and Chair of the Arctic Council’s Resilience Assessment 
report, Sweden

Julienne Stroeve, Senior Research Scientist at the National Snow and 
Ice Data Center and Professor at UCL, USA and UK

Jan-Gunnar Winther, Director of the Centre for the Ocean and the 
Arctic, Nofima & Specialist Director, Norwegian Polar Institute, 
Norway 



@ARCTICBASECAMP /ARCTICDAVOS @ARCTICBASECAMPDAVOS

Lead Organizer Co-organizer 

Main Sponsors 

Scientific Sponsors 


